Titles of research papers Bronwyn O’Hara had read and shared with USDB Superintendents and Program Director during her time in Utah 1987-1995

Articles that relate to Deafness that Bronwyn O’Hara has shared with USDB Superintendents David West and Lee Robinson, Program Director Steve Noyce, Utah State Board of Education, her Support Group for Deaf Education, parents of deaf children, and professionals in law, research, language, and deaf education programs during the years 1987-1995 while living in Utah and raising her family, including 3 deaf children.

+ notes & articles still in Bronwyn’s possession (to borrow)

* notes & articles given to Jodi Becker Kinner for historical and archival purposes. Jodi has written and posted the “The Evolution of Deaf Education in Utah” manuscripts on the Utah Deaf History and Culture website: http://www.utahdeafhistory.com/deaf-education-in-utah.html

*“Deafness As Culture” by Edward Dolnick published in The Atlantic Monthly, Sept 1993

*“Report: Deaf babies ‘babble’ with hands” (AP-Washington). Published in the Utah County Journal, March 1991

*“Research Shows Language Development in Deaf Babies” by Virginia Robinson. Published by National Association of State Directors of Special Education (NASDSE) Vol. 11 Number 4, Summer 1991

+NASDSE Reports: “NASDSE Sets Initiative on Educating Students with Hearing Impairments”. Published by National Association of State Directors of Special Education (NASDSE) Vol. 11 Number 4, Summer 1991 (2)

*“Why the Deaf Can’t Read: Answers and Solutions” Research Paper written by Minnie Mae Wilding-Diaz for BYU Linguistics 590 class, May 8, 1990

*“The Effects of an Experimental Bilingual Program for Deaf Children on Meta-
Linguistic Awareness” By Michael Strong, PhD and Asa DeMatteo, PhD, Center on Deafness, Dept of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco. 1989-a paper under submission


*“Let’s Return ASL to Deaf Ownership” guest editorial by Jack Levesque. Published in The NAD Broadcaster (National Association of the Deaf), Jan 1991

*“Deaf Experts Meet to Discuss: Literacy for Deaf Children” by Betty Bounds-Wood. Published in the NAD Broadcaster, Jan 1991

+“Strategies for Learning American Sign Language” forward from the textbook, Signing Naturally by Ella Mae Lentz, Ken Mikos, and Cheri Smith 1988
+“Culture/Language Notes: Introduction to American Sign Language” Unit One from the textbook, Signing Naturally by Ella Mae Lentz, Ken Mikos, and Cheri Smith 1988

*“Trends in the Progress Towards Bilingual Education for Deaf Children in Denmark” by Britta Hansen, Director, The Center of Total Communication, Copenhagen, 1989

*“Differing Perspectives on Deafness” by Minnie Mae Wilding-Diaz, April 2, 1993

*“NAD National Commission on Equal Education”. Published in The NAD Broadcaster Vol 12 Number 7, July 1990 (focus on Equal Educational Opportunity rather than on Least Restrictive Environment for deaf children.)

*“House Passes ADA: Required Nationwide Telephone Relay” by Sy Dubow and Karen Peltz Strauss, National Center for Law and the Deaf. Published in The NAD Broadcaster Vol 12 Number 7, July 1990


*“Developing and Enhancing A Positive Self-Concept in Deaf Children” by Vicki Kessler Grimes and Hugh T. Prickett. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, October 1988

*“Conversation: Begins at Home--Around the Table” by Barbara Bodner-Johnson. Published in Perspectives for Teachers of the Hearing Impaired, November/December 1988

+“Parental Stress and the Deaf Child” by Roger J. Carver and Michael Rodda. Published in ACEHI/ACEDA, Vol 13 Number 2 (Canadian group) (3)

“Eye Gaze & Communication in a Deaf Classroom” by Susan Mather. Published in SLS 54, Spring 1987

“English: First or Second Language” by Doreen E. Woodford, BA. Published in British Association Teacher of the Deaf, Nov 6 1982 (2)

“Creative Language Abilities of Deaf Children” by M. Marschark and S.A. West. Published in the Journal of Speech and Hearing Research, 28 p. 73-78, 1985


“A Better Way to Teach Deaf Children” by Virginia Kenny. Published in Harper’s Bazaar, March 1962

“Feds on LRE for Deaf Students: Education Dept wants Educators to Rethink Mainstreaming of Deaf Students” by David Hoff. Published in Education Daily, July 24, 1992


“Cultures in Contact: deaf and hearing people” by J.G. Kyle & G. Pullen. Published in Disability, Handicap, & Society, Vol 3 Number 1, 1988

“The Language-Learning Situation of Deaf Students” by M. Virginia Swisher, University of Pittsburgh. Published in TESOL Quarterly, Vol 23 Number 2, June 1989 (TESOL=Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages)


“Ten Reasons for Allowing Deaf Children Exposure to American Sign Language” by J.Trey Duffy, MA. Published in The Voice, Spring 1989

“Sign Language Acquisition and the Teaching of Deaf Children, Part I” by Aaron V. Cicourel, PhD and Robert J. Boese, PhD. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, Feb 1972

“Sign Language Acquisition and the Teaching of Deaf Children, Part II” by Aaron V. Cicourel, PhD and Robert J. Boese, PhD. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, Jun 1972
*“American Sign Language: ‘It’s not mouth stuff--it’s brain stuff’” by Richard Wolkomir. Published in the Smithsonian Magazine, July 1992*

*“Special Issue: Speaking Out on the Education of Deaf Children”. Published by DCARA News (Deaf Counseling, Advocacy, and Referral Agency), January 1990*

*“International Congress on Sign Language Research and Application” by Yerker Andersson. Published in The NAD Broadcaster, Vol 12 Number 5, May 1990*

*“Individual Influence and Family Adaptability in the Functional Deaf Parent/Hearing Child Family” by Beth Menees Rienzi, California State University, Bakersfield. (no date)*

*“American Sign Language in the High School System” by Peggy J. Selover. Published in SLS 59, Summer 1988*

*“Gallaudet, Bell, & the Sign Language Controversy” (Review article of the book Never the Twain Shall Meet by Richard Winefield) by Barry A. Crouch. Published in SLS 62, Spring 1989*

*“A Signing Deaf Child’s Use of Speech” by Madeline M. Maxwell. Published in SLS 62, Spring 1989*

*“Look Who’s Talking” by Wendy Lichtman. WEST, Feb 18, 1990*

*“The Influence of Language on the Development of Quantitative, Spatial, and Social Thinking in Deaf Children” by W.J. Watts. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, February 1979*

*“Framework for Using a Language Acquisition Model in Assessing Semantic and Syntactic Development and Planning Instructional Goals for Hearing-Impaired Children” by Barbara R. Schirmer. Published in The Volta Review, February/March 1989*

*“Signing Naturally: Notes on the Development of the ASL Curriculum Project at Vista College” by Cheri Smith. Published in SLS 59, Summer 1988*

*“The Development of Thought Processes in Deaf Children” by C. Tomlinson-Keasey and Ronald R. Kelly. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, December 1974*

*“Parent Checklist for Placement of a Hearing-Impaired Child in a Mainstreamed Classroom” by Donald Goldberg, Patricia Niehl, and Theresa Metropoulos. Published in The Volta Review, December 1989*

*The following articles were published in *Preview*, a publication of Gallaudet University that focuses on pre-college programs, including Kendall Demonstration Elementary School (KDES) and the Model Secondary School for the Deaf (MSSD):

“A World in a Microcosm” by Mary Johnstone
“Signs of Change” by Vickie Walter
“Paper Advocates Inclusion of ASL in Curricula”
“ASL and Deaf Culture” by Mary Johnstone

BookTalk: *Hometown Heroes: Successful Deaf Youth in America* by Diane Robinette and *Dancing Without Music* by Beryl Lieff Benderly

SportsLine by Tim Frellich
“Aerie” by Mary Johnstone

Campus Notes:
- ADA Cited as Major Victory for People with Disabilities
- US Congress passes TV Decoder Circuitry Act (1990)
- Foundation Offers Prize for Word to Replace “Disabled”

*“Exciting Developments in Deaf Education” by Minnie Mae Wilding-Diaz. Submitted to the UAD Bulletin (Utah Association of the Deaf), 1990*

+*Deaf In America: Voices from a Culture* by Carol Padden and Tom Humphries. Published by the President and Fellows of Harvard College, 1988 (reading suggestion)


+“Teaching English as a Second Language to American Sign Language Users” by Sandra Kay Bowen, Master’s of Education graduate project, 1989

*“Deaf Actor calls himself bi-lingual, not handicapped”. news article. Published in the Daily Herald, Provo, Utah, January 17, 1993*

*“Whole Language in Adult ESL Programs” by Pat Rigg. Published in ERIC/CLL News Bulletin, Vol 13 Number 2, March 1990*

+“Behavior Modification in the Deaf Classroom: Current Applications and Suggested Alternatives” by L. Michael Webster, PhD and Walter B. Green, PhD. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, August 1973 (2)

*“Silent Journey to the Brain: Sign Language Tells Us What It Means To Be Human” by Peter Radetsky. Published in *Discover*, August 1994*

*“Sign Language Instruction and Its Implications for the Deaf” by Steven Fritsch Rudser. Published in *Language Learning and Deafness*, Michael Strong, Editor, (no date)*
*“Deaf Is Beautiful” by Andrew Solomon. Published in *The New York Times Magazine*, August 28, 1994, Section 6

*“The History of Language Use in the Education of the Deaf in the United States” by Mimi WheiPing Lou. Published in *Language Learning and Deafness*, Michael Strong, Editor, (no date)

+“A Bilingual Approach to the Education of Young Deaf Children: ASL and English” by Michael Strong. Published in *Language Learning and Deafness*, Michael Strong, Editor, (no date) (2)

+“ASL and ESL ?” by Stephen P. Quigley, PhD and Peter V. Paul, MA. Published in *TECSE (Topics in Early Childhood Special Education)*, 1984


+“Power and Oppression in ASL Teaching” outline by Dr. Charlotte Baker-Shenk. Presented at the Second New York Statewide Conference for Sign Language Instructors, New York University, June 2, 1990

+“Those Who Will Not Hear” by Douglas Clement. Published in the Minnesota Monthly, 1989

*Outsiders in a Hearing World* by Paul C. Higgins. Published by Sage Publications, 1980

*“Deaf Studies, Oppression, and Social Change” by Harlan Lane, Northeastern University. An address given at California State University-Northridge, Oct 23, 1989. Received from UAD Conference, Workshop on “Empowerment” June 14, 1991

*“Deaf Studies: Opening Worlds” by Mary Johnstone. Published in *Preview*, a publication of Gallaudet University that focuses on pre-college programs, including Kendall Demonstration Elementary School (KDES) and the Model Secondary School for the Deaf (MSSD), received May 1991

*“Americans with Disabilities Act is One Year Old”. Published in *The NAD Broadcaster*, Vol 13 Number 8-9, Aug-Sept 1991

*“Interpreting Limitations in Public School Settings” by Lynette Reep, CI, CT. Published in *The NAD Broadcaster*, May 1995

+“A Review of Bilingual/Bicultural Programs For Deaf Children in North America” by Michael Strong. The American Annals of the Deaf, Vol 140 Number 2

*“Can Schools Speak the Language of the Deaf ?” by Joanne Greenberg and Glenn
Doolittle. Published by the New York Times Company, 1997


+“Assessing the Linguistic Competence of Deaf Adolescents” by Mimi WheiPing Lou, PhD. To be Published in: Proceedings of the 1985 American Deafness and Rehabilitation Association Conference with the Running Head: “Language Competence of Deaf Adolescents

+“Perspectives on Total Communication” by Hilde S. Schlesinger, M.D. To be Published in: Perspectives on Deafness, D. Luterman, Editor (no date)

*“History of Language Use in the Education of the Deaf in the United States” by Mimi WheiPing Lou. To be Published in Language, Learning, and Deafness, Michael Strong, Editor (no date)

*“Questions and Answers in the Development of Deaf Children” by Hilde S. Schlesinger. To be Published in Language, Learning, and Deafness, Michael Strong, Editor (no date)

*“Bilingualism & Deafness: An Annotated Bibliography” by Ceil Lucas, Anthony Aramburo, Brian Cerny, Lynn Jacobowitz, Patti Levine, Cynthia Patschke, Brian Riley, and Julie Ward. Published in SLS 55, Summer 1987


+”Self-Concept of Severely to Profoundly Hearing-Impaired Children” by Charlotte Warren and Suzanne Hasenstab. Published in The Volta Review, Oct/Nov 1986

*“Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet on Language and Communication: A Reassessment” by James J. Fernandes, PhD. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, August 1983


*“Washoe’s Advanced Training in the Language of Sign At the University of Nevada” by Robert L. Swain, Jr. Published in The Deaf American, July-August 1970

+“Sign Language in the Production & Appreciation of Humor by Deaf Children” by Danielle M. Sanders. Published in SLS 50, Spring 1986

*“The Use of Sign by Deaf Children: the Opinions of the Deaf Community” by David A. Stewart. Published in The American Annals of the Deaf, December 1983
*“Deaf Students Want to Be Heard, Protest New Non-Deaf President” UPI newspaper article about the Deaf President Now Protest, 1988

*“A Report on Some Recommendations of the Commission on the Education of the
Deaf” by Joseph DiLorenzo. Published in The Special Educator, Vol 9 Number 1, September 1988

+“Ten Syndromes Most Commonly Associated with Hearing Impairment” by G. Bradley Schaefer, M.D. Published in Advances in the Genetics of Deafness (A Bulletin of the NIDCD HHIRR), Vol 2 Number 1, Autumn 1995

*“Summer Camps for the Deaf”. Published in The California News (California School f/t Deaf-Fremont), Vol 108 Number 21, April 19, 1993

+“Usher’s Syndrome: A Disease that Causes Some Deaf People to Lose Their Sight” by Katherine F. Schwartz, B.A. and MaCay Vernon, PhD. Published in The Deaf American, March 1974

*“A Model Program for Education of Deaf Children” (essay of unknown authorship and no date)

*“The NAD Position Paper on ASL and Bilingual Education” Published by the National Association of the Deaf (no date)

*“On The Other Hand” a PBS TV show from the South Carolina Educational Television. 22 segments. Deaf Host uses pidgin-sign and Hearing Hostess uses SimCom with CASE and SEE

*“Mainstream Deaf Kids, Expert Urges” UEA Conference newspaper article by Jennifer K. Hatch. Published in the Deseret News, October 8, 1994

*“Mainstreaming Students Can Cause Them to Fail” Associated Press-Washington. Published in the Deseret News, October 8, 1994

*“Deaf March Silently but Angrily at State School Board Offices” by Jeffrey P. Haney. Published in Deseret News, July 17, 1994


+“Blazing Trails for Bilingual-Bicultural Education in the West” by Ed Bosso and Marlon Kuntz. Published in Perspectives in Deafness: A Deaf American Monograph (around 1992)

*“Sign Language Recognized”. Published in the Model Secondary School for the Deaf Parents’ Newsletter, July 1974
"American Sign Language: An Introduction" & "Is Signing a Foreign language ?" and a memorandum regarding ASL being accepted as foreign language credit

Partial listing of referred journals which print studies, papers, etc relative to American Sign Language

"The Search for the Empty Cup Continues" by Kim Corwin and Sherman Wilcox. Published in SLS 48, Fall 1985

"Exploration of Factors Affecting Attitudes Towards Sign Language” by Amatzia Weisel, Esther Dromi, and Sara Dor. Published in SLS 68, Fall 1990

"Perspectives on Deafness” by Edward C. Merrill, Jr. Published in Perspectives on Deafness: A Deaf American Monograph

"Correct Sign: Correct Concept” by J. Freeman King. Published in Perspectives Vol 9 Number 2, November/December 1990


"Perspectives On Deafness: Hearing Parents of Deaf Children” by Larry Hawkins and Sharon Baker-Hawkins. Published in Perspectives on Deafness: A Deaf American Monograph (around 1992)


"The Path to Bilingualism and Biculturalism at the Learning Center for Deaf Children” by Marie Philip and Anita Small. Published in Convention of American Instructors of the Deaf newsletter. Vol 6 Number 1, Winter 1991


"Sign Language as a Primary Language” by Vivian Tartter. Published in Language Processes. New York: Holt and Reinhardt,1986

part of this packet includes these articles:
The Acquisition of Sign Language
The Biological Foundations of Language Acquisition
Learning a Second (or Third or …..)Language

"Sign Language Structure” by William Stokoe accompanied by a letter from William Stokoe to Leonard M. Ernest, East Carolina University, March 11, 1983
“A Model Communication and Language Policy for Total Communication Programs” by David A. Stewart. Published by The Institute for Research on Teaching, college of Education, Michigan State University, Oct 1990.

“Considerations and Implications When Reading Stories to Young Deaf Children” by David A. Stewart, Nancy Bonkowski, and Diane Bennett. Published by The Institute for Research on Teaching, college of Education, Michigan State University, Nov 1990.

“What is Learnable in Manually-Coded English Sign Systems?” by Brenda Schick and Mary Pat Moeller. Published by Boys Town National Institute, Dec 5, 1991.


“Programming for Children Within a Readiness Level of Development” based on Young Children In Action by Hohmann, Banet, and Weikart. Published by The High/Scope Press, no date.


“A Parent, A Child, A School” by Emma Curry, Sedalia, Missouri. This is a Parent-Assertiveness Outline/Checklist to get what you need from the public school. It could be used with a deaf school too.

“Questions Parents Can Ask in Evaluating a Deaf Education Program For Their Child” by TRIPOD, Inc. Burbank California.

List of Back Issues from The Bicultural Center in Riverdale, Maryland (no date).

Titles that were underlined:

…How ISD (Indiana School for Deaf) is moving towards a more bilingual/bicultural curriculum

…The need for Deaf children to achieve native language competency through ASL

…Lip-reading methods are being dismissed for a curriculum incorporating their natural Sign Language

…Realities of English as a Second Language for most Deaf ASL-users

…Legislative Assembly recognized ASL as the language of the Deaf, and their customs and values as uniquely related to culturally Deaf Manitobans

…More fluent ASL instructors

…Deaf students who are frustrated by their education
…A Deaf graduate student was denied an internship because of her ‘lack of ability to provide auditory stimulus’
…Links the low scores of Deaf children in the educational system with the poor communication skills of their teachers.
…Dr. Henry Giroux preaches active, rather than passive, education
…Demonstrate the pain inflicted on deaf children who are deprived of Sign Language in their formative years.